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Abstract

Using the software developed by us, we produced a digitized (tabulated) database of sunspot umbrae and pores observed at Mount
Wilson Observatory (MWO) in 1917–2013. The database includes the heliographic coordinates, areas and the polarity and strength of
magnetic fields of umbrae and pores in the MWO sunspot drawings. Using this database we study here the properties and long-term
variation of sunspot umbrae and pores, separately for leading and trailing polarity spots. We find that the leading sunspots have ten-
dency for larger umbrae and stronger magnetic field strength than the trailing spots. The average field strength and area of sunspot
umbrae vary with sunspot cycle. Furthermore, the mean magnetic field strength in sunspot umbrae exhibits a gradual increase from early
1960s to 1990s. The nature of this increase is discussed.
� 2014 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The magnetic field is the main characteristic of sunspots,
and as the magnetic field changes in time, the intrinsic
properties of sunspots may also change. Synoptic measure-
ments of sunspot magnetic fields using the Zeeman effect
began in the early 20th century, and have continued until
the present time. Studying the long-term variation of the
magnetic fields of sunspots can provide unique information
about the nature of the solar dynamo and the solar cycle.
The longest series of observations of sunspot magnetic
fields exists at Mount Wilson Observatory (MWO) from
1917 until the present. (Due to funding shortage, the daily
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sunspot measurements were stopped on 16 September
2004, but restarted on January 25, 2007). These are the very
same observations based on which the fundamental laws of
the solar magnetic cycle were originally established. For
example, these observations were used to demonstrate that
sunspots are regions of strong magnetic fields, that they
often appear in the form of a bipolar magnetic field struc-
ture (Hale, 1908), and that the magnetic polarity of these
bipoles changes for every 11-year sunspot cycle (Hale
et al., 1919). It is now known that the magnetic fields have
both cyclical and long-term variations. Several recent stud-
ies of sunspot field strengths speculate on a possible decline
in their average field strength over the declining phase of
cycle 23 (e.g., Livingston et al., 2012, and references
therein), while some other question the origin of such a
decline (e.g., Pevtsov et al., 2011, 2014). The long-term
measurements such as those made at MWO allow to glean
into a history of long-term changes in sunspot properties
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Fig. 1. A sample daily drawing of sunspots measured at MWO on January 1, 1970. On the drawing West is at the left. Sunspot umbrae are semi-
automatically selected and colored according to their polarity (blue for positive and red for negative). Sunspot group numbers and coordinates, as well as
the magnetic fields of umbrae are denoted in the drawing. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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and to investigate how unique (or typical) the current solar
activity is.

Pevtsov et al. (2011) studied the magnetic field strengths
taken in Fe I 630.15-630.25 nm line in 1957–2010 at seven
stations of the solar observatory network covering eleven
time zones in the former USSR. In order to mitigate the
differences in atmospheric seeing and in the level of obser-
ver experience, they included only the strongest magnetic
field observations for each day. Sunspot field strengths
were found to vary strongly with the solar cycle, while no
definite long-term decline was noted over this time.

Pevtsov et al. (2014) digitized and studied the MWO
summary tables published in the Publications of the Astro-
nomical Society of the Pacific (PASP). These data were also
made publicly available to the research community at
http://www.nso.edu/node/310 for period of 1920–1958.
However, these summary tables only give information on
the maximum field strength measured in each active region,
their mean latitude, and the date of the central meridian
crossing. More detailed data are available in MWO
hand-drawings only. A sample of such a map (a hand-
drawing) is presented in Fig. 1. Software to digitize these
MWO drawings has recently been developed (see Tlatova
et al., 2013, for a discussion), and is applied to the existing
digital images of drawings. This effort produced a database
of solar features including the magnetic fields, areas and
positions of the nuclei (umbrae of sunspots and pores) as
observed at MWO in 1917–2013. In this paper, we analyze
this database.
2. Data and processing method

The daily observations at Mount Wilson Observatory
are carried out at the 150-foot (45.7 m) Solar Tower
(http://obs.astro.ucla.edu/150_tele.html). Solar images are
constructed using a coelostat and a lens, and have a diam-
eter of about 42 cm. When taking a measurement, the
observer marks the boundary of the solar disk, and draws
the position and configuration of sunspots. Magnetic field
measurements are then carried out by measuring the split-
ting of the Zeeman components. The intensity of the mag-
netic field at the center of the sunspot was measured
visually using the iron line k 617.3 nm in 1917–1961, and
thereafter using the k 525.0 nm line. The spot whose field
is to be measured is placed at the spectrograph entrance
slit, and the observer judges its polarity and magnetic field
strength using micrometer with the tipping plate placed at
the focal plane of the 75-foot (22.9 m) spectrograph. With
this setup, sunspot polarities and field strengths can be
obtained at the accuracy of a few hundred Gauss. The mea-
sured value of the magnetic field is then denoted on the
drawing of the respective sunspot umbra. As a rule, all
spots, umbrae and pores visible on the Sun during the
day are drawn. However, in some days the field strengths
were measured in only few (not all) sunspots (see,
Pevtsov et al., 2014, for selected examples). Sketches of
umbrae, penumbra and other magnetic structures used
pencils of varying hardness that distinguished these struc-
tures by brightness. The archive of these drawings begins
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in 1917, and the number of daily drawings is currently
about 25,000. A majority of these drawings has been digi-
tized (scanned), and their images are available online (ftp://
howard.astro.ucla.edu/pub/obs/drawings). Fig. 2 shows
annual number of drawings included in our database. In
a typical year, there are about 330 clear days at MWO
(R. Ulrich, private communication). Years with low num-
ber of drawings in Fig. 2 are when the observations were
taken, but not all drawings were scanned to a digital for-
mat. Due to the program shutdown, the total number of
sunspot drawings made in 2005 and 2006 was nine and
two, accordingly.

The change in the spectral line in 1962 was accompanied
by a change in the tip plate. In 1978, a flooding of the spec-
trograph pit damaged the spectral grating, which was
replaced in 1982. (Prior to that, five different gratings were
used between 1932 and 1978). The grating was replaced
again in mid-1990. The reader can find a more detailed dis-
cussion of the instrumental changes in Livingston et al.
(2006).

The digitization of the MWO scanned drawings is done
in the following steps. In the first step the code identifies
and fits the solar limbs to the image. This establishes the
transformation between the image and the heliographic
coordinates. Next, the operator manually selects the loca-
tion of individual umbrae and pores to be digitized. The
program automatically detects their outer boundaries fol-
lowing the procedure described in Tlatov et al. (2014).
Then, the operator manually enters the intensity and polar-
ity of the magnetic field of the respective structure. At each
step, the operator verifies the validity of the automatic
selection and can make adjustments to the automatic
action when necessary.

For each selected umbra and pore, we measured and
stored its heliographic coordinates, the number of pixels
covered, the area corrected for the heliographic projection,
the time of observations, and the strength and polarity of
its magnetic field. We analyzed all observation days that
are presently available as digital (scanned) images and dur-
ing which magnetic field measurements were made. There
are about 16,000 such daily drawings. The total number
of magnetic field measurements of individual umbrae and
pores is 336,459. Unfortunately, not all drawings are yet
Fig. 2. Annual number of digitized drawings included in our database.
digitized (scanned). We plan to include additional data to
our database, when more drawings are converted to digital
images.

Until October 1961, the numbers recorded on drawings
corresponded to the angle of tip plate. However, the design
of the micrometer provided an approximate scaling of
about 1 degree tip angle corresponding to 100 G field
strength. The relation between the displacement and the
tip angle is non-linear, and the non-linearity increases for
larger tip angles (stronger field strengths). In October
1961, the tip plate was replaced by a thicker one, which
increased the non-linearity for stronger fields. From 1961
to 1994, the number recorded on drawings corresponded
to the tip angle divided by 2, which approximately corre-
sponds to field strength in 100 G up to 1600 G field. Larger
fields are significantly underestimated. From 1994, the
observer records actual field strength derived from a
look-up table. These non-linearities were corrected follow-
ing to Livingston et al. (2006) recipe.

3. Systematic trends in the data set

Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of several parameters
derived from the sunspot data set. There are large gaps
in the data, especially in the 1930s and 1940s, and solar
cycle 16 is covered particularly sporadically. In spite of
that, the data exhibit several clear trends. Thus, for exam-
ple for the average area and the average strength of the
magnetic field, there is a disparity between the early part
d

Fig. 3. Monthly means of (a) the number of measured umbrae and pores
per daily drawing, (b) the total area of all measured umbrae and pores in a
drawing in units of lhm, (c) the average area of measured umbrae and
pores in units of lhm, (d) the average strength of the magnetic field of the
measured umbrae and pores in units of Gauss.



Fig. 4. The latitude-time diagram of the measured umbrae and pores with magnetic field polarity indicated in color (blue for positive and red for negative
polarity). Above presented the number of activity cycles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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(1917- roughly 1961) and the later part (1962–2013) of the
data set. The average number of magnetic field measure-
ments per daily drawing is significantly lower during the
early part of the data set as compared with the later period.
The amplitude of solar cycle variations is also significantly
lower in 1917–1961 (see Fig. 3(a)). A similar trend can be
seeing in the total area of measured solar features (sunspot
umbrae and pores, Fig. 3(b)). Therefore, the difference in
solar cycle amplitudes cannot be attributed to the varia-
tions in strength of solar activity during these periods.
According to the international sunspot number, solar
cycles 18–19 were higher than any cycles of 1961–2013 per-
iod. One would expect that these high cycles would pro-
duce a larger number of umbrae and pores, but Fig. 3(a)
does not fit that expectation. Average area of all measured
features on each drawing (Fig. 3(c)) suggests a different
trend: it is systematically larger in 1917–1961 than in
1962–2013. Taken together, Fig. 3(b) and 3(c) imply that
during the early period in 1917–1961, the MWO drawings
record a smaller number of features, but on an average the
features have larger areas. During the later period in 1962–
2013, the drawings contain larger number of smaller fea-
tures. This change in the number of features for which
the magnetic field was measured can be attributed to
instrumental changes. For example, using the Fe I
525.0 nm spectra line with a significantly higher Lande fac-
tor g = 3.0 would allow the observers to measure weaker
fields after 1961, which they could not reliably measure
with Fe I I 617.3 nm Lande factor g = 2.5 spectral line used
earlier. The visual inspection of drawings also suggests a
higher “granularity” in observations in 1960–2013 (e.g.,
more instances when the field is measured in separate
umbrae within complex sunspots). This change was noted
earlier in Pevtsov et al. (2014), who attributed it to the
observer “learning curve” effect.

Finally, the average field strength (Fig. 3(d)) shows a
strong increasing trend from early 1960s till late-1980s.
The change is gradual, which argues against a pure instru-
mental effect (which should result in a more abrupt
change). Still, we believe that the change in instrumenta-
tion does play a role. Visually, we see that the drawings
taken after early 1960th show much more details, which
suggests other changes in instrumentation (e.g., reduction
in scatter light, or width of spectrograph slit). Changing
the spectral line to the one with large Lande factor also
enabled observers to measure much weaker fields. This
could lead to the observer taking more measurements
inside single sunspots (but with multiple) umbrae (“learn-
ing curve” as suggested by Pevtsov et al., 2014). Since the
data only show changes in a mean field strength, but not
in area of sunspots, we argue that this trend is not solar
in its origin. Further investigation of these aspects is cur-
rently underway in a separate study.

Fig. 4 depicts the butterfly diagram (latitude-time plot)
of the measured umbrae and pores. Each umbra and pore
are marked at its position, and colored with its magnetic
polarity, using blue for positive and red for negative polar-
ity. Note that each wing of the butterfly is dominated by
the color of the leading polarity umbrae due to the larger
number of leading polarity umbrae (see later). For exam-
ple, the northern wing of solar cycle 22 is dominated by
red color, which corresponds to a negative polarity field.
Note also that, despite the considerably smaller number
of measured umbrae from 1917 until 1950, their latitudinal
range is not significantly smaller than during the later time
intervals with more complete daily coverage. Thus, despite
a courser daily coverage for example in 1930–1940, our
data set is still representative of the whole sunspot family.

4. Areas of umbrae of leading and trailing polarity

Whatever the nature of the systematic trends in the data
set described in previous section, we expect them to affect
equally the sunspots of leading and trailing polarity, and



Fig. 5. Normalized distribution of measured umbral area (in millionth of
solar hemisphere, lhm) for leading and trailing polarity umbrae and
pores.

Fig. 6. The 5-year running mean areas of umbrae and pores of leading
(SL) and trailing (ST) polarity in units of lhm.
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therefore, the above-mentioned trends should have no
effect on the comparative properties of these two groups
of sunspots. In our database, there are approximately
185,800 spots of leading polarity and 150,000 spots of trail-
ing polarity. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of sunspot
umbrae by their size (area) for these two groups. The
bin-size used for this plot is 1 lhm (millionth of solar hemi-
sphere), and each histogram is normalized by the total
number of spots in each group. As the measurements of
sunspots near solar limb show a large scatter, we restricted
the heliocentric distance of features included in this plot by
r=R < 0:7 and S P 2 lhm.

It is quite clear that there is a deficit of umbrae with
large size (>10 lhm) in the group of sunspots of trailing
polarity. The dependence of the relative fraction fL of
the leading umbrae on area (S) can be quantified
with the following second order polynomial: logðfLÞ¼
ð�0:57�0:08Þ�ð0:35�0:12ÞlogðSÞ�ð0:60�0:04Þ log2ðSÞ.
For umbrae of trailing polarity the fit is logðfT Þ¼
ð0:176�0:070Þ� ð0:38�0:10ÞlogðSÞ� ð0:62�0:03Þlog2ðSÞ
(see Fig. 5).

The asymmetry in size between the umbrae of leading
and trailing polarity is in agreement with the known prop-
erties of solar active regions. Typically, the leading polarity
flux is more compact and has stronger field strength than
the magnetic flux of trailing polarity. Morphologically,
the leading polarity is typically concentrated in a large
coherent sunspot, while the trailing polarity consists of a
more dispersed smaller spots or pores (for review of these
observations, see Fan et al., 1993; Fisher et al., 2000;
Vitinsky et al., 1986).

The mean area of umbrae and pores exhibits long-term
variations. Fig. 6 shows the time evolution of the average
area separately for the leading and trailing polarity umbrae
and pores. We used 5-year running means to smooth out
the highly varying monthly values (see Fig. 3(c)) in order
to emphasize the long-term trends. The averaged area of
the leading polarity is systematically larger than the area
of umbrae of the trailing polarity, in agreement with distri-
bution in Fig. 5. Both leading and trailing polarity umbrae
show a gradual decline between 1917 and early 1960s,
whose nature is yet unclear. Qualitatively, this gradual
decrease supports the idea that there is a “learning curve”

effect in MWO data, i.e., that over the time, the drawings
became progressively more detailed, which resulted in a
decrease in size of individual features. Note that the time
interval of the more or less constant mean area since the
early 1960s approximately coincides with the start of the
new observation system (see data section). We speculate
that a smaller mean (area) during this period is likely due
to a larger number of measured features (umbrae and
pores) as compared with early period of observations
(1917–1960).

5. Magnetic fields of umbrae of leading and trailing polarity

Figs. 7 and 8 show the time evolution of the monthly
averaged values of magnetic field strengths for umbrae
and pores of leading and trailing polarity. In both figures
we have also included the mean strengths of the magnetic
fields weighted by the umbral area: BW ¼

P
ðB � SÞ=

P
S.

The overall mean strength of magnetic fields of the
leading umbrae (without weighting) is BL � 1700 G and
BW

L � 1820 G with weighting. The corresponding strengths
for the trailing polarity umbrae are BT � 1480 G and
BW

T � 1530 G, respectively. Thus, the mean magnetic field
strengths of the trailing umbrae are roughly 15–18% smal-
ler than the those of the leading umbrae. This asymmetry
between field strength of leading and trailing polarities is
in agreement with the well-known properties of active
regions as we discussed in the previous section.

Fig. 9 shows the differences in the distributions of mag-
netic field strength in umbrae and pores of leading and
trailing polarity. The maxima of both distributions are
found at about B � 1700–1800 G. However, in comparison
with the trailing polarity, the leading polarity exhibits a
deficit in fraction of features with weaker field strength,
and an excess of features with stronger field strengths. Also
Fig. 9 suggests the existence of two populations with a sep-
aration between two somewhere between 1000–1500 G.
The two populations can be related to contribution from
pores (weaker fields) and sunspot umbrae (stronger fields).



Fig. 7. Monthly mean magnetic field strengths of umbrae and pores of leading polarity. Top: non-weighted strengths; bottom: strengths weighted by area.

Fig. 8. Monthly mean magnetic field strengths of umbrae and pores of trailing polarity. Top: non-weighted strengths; bottom: strengths weighted by area.

Fig. 9. Fractional histogram distribution of magnetic field strengths of
umbrae and pores of leading (L) and trailing (T) polarity. Only umbrae
within 70% of solar radius from the center are included.
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As the measurements of sunspots near solar limb show a
large scatter, we restricted the heliocentric distance of fea-
tures included in this plot by r/R < 0.7. We believe that the
scatter in the field strength measurements for features close
to the limb could be the result of several things, including
(1) strong foreshortening of features, making it more diffi-
cult for the observer to select an area with the strongest
field and (2) increasing effects of a (both polarized and
non-polarized) scattered light in a near limb feature. While
the observing method allows to measure the full field
strength, scattering from penumbra and even surrounding
photosphere may inhibit the correct measurement of field
strength in a near limb feature. However, even with this
limitation, Fig. 9 is representative of the entire data set as
only about 29% of the data set are excluded from this
figure.



Fig. 10. Scatter plot of magnetic field strength and the logarithm of the area of sunspot umbrae and pores for the leading (left) and trailing (right) spots.
Best fit line is included.
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6. Sunspot area as proxy for magnetic field strength for

leading and trailing sunspots

Using earlier MWO data, Ringnes and Jensen (1960)
found a strong correlation between the logarithm of sun-
spot area and its field strength. The presence of such corre-
lation was later confirmed by several authors, including
recent observations from the Helioseismic and Magnetic
Imager (HMI) on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory
(SDO). Here, we study this relationship separately for sun-
spots of the leading and trailing polarity (Fig. 10). Despite
significant scatter, the data show a clear tendency for a cor-
relation between the umbral areas and the maximum field
strength. The dependency is looser than compared with
modern measurements from space (Tlatov and Pevtsov,
2014); the scatter can originate from the atmospheric seeing
conditions affecting both area and the field strength mea-
surements and by the fact that the steepness of the linear
dependency varies with solar cycle (see below). The mea-
surement error of a few hundred Gauss and the uncertain-
ties in areas derived from hand drawings may also
contribute to the scatter in Fig. 10. In respect to errors in
the field strength, one can argue that the method is limited
to the Zeeman splitting exceeding the Doppler width of the
spectral lines. According to this argument, a typical Dopp-
ler width of Fe I 617.3 nm makes field strength measure-
Table 1
Constants for the linear relation between magnetic field strength and the loga

Cycle aL bL rL

15 280.0 (±18.1) 1262.0 (±16.5) 0.70
16 475.0 (±19.5) 883.0 (± 17.3) 0.62
17 �4.0 (±24.9) 1294.3 (± 22.2) 0.72
18 67.3 (±18.7) 1371.6 (±16.2) 0.72
19 193.4 (±12.7) 1192.2 (±12.6) 0.74
20 466.0 (± 5.8) 1064.0 (± 7.2) 0.68
21 911.0 (±3.8) 744.5 (± 4.7) 0.65
22 1407.0 (±3.1) 666.0 (± 4.6) 0.62
23 1382.9 (±2.9) 596.5 (±3.5) 0.71
24 1349.8 (±7.2) 545.4 (±7.7) 0.70
ments <1000 G unreliable. Still, as was noted by
Livingston et al. (2006), a trained observer can consistently
measure weak magnetic field below 1000 G. Thus, we took
a conservative approach and restricted Fig. 10 to magnetic
fields stronger than 500 G.

We find the following linear best fit for the leading
umbrae: BL ¼ 1057þ 679 � logðSÞ (correlation coefficient
r ¼ 0:5), and for trailing umbrae: BT ¼ 1151þ 476� logðSÞ
(r = 0.3). In fact, we note that the relation depicted in
Fig. 10 is somewhat nonlinear, and the following best fit
second order polynomial can be found for the leading
spots: BL ¼ 1301� 9:9 � logðSÞ þ 378 � log2ðSÞ, and for the
trailing spots: BT ¼ 1330� 102 � logðSÞ þ 368 � log2ðSÞ.
The non-linearity may partly arise from imposing a lower
cutoff (500 G) for the measurement of the magnetic field
strength.

Table 1 shows the coefficients a and b (and the respective
correlation coefficients) of the linear fit B ¼ aþ b � logðSÞ
to the data separately for the leading and trailing umbrae
for different solar cycles. The correlation coefficients calcu-
lated for the individual solar cycles are larger than one for
the total set. This is due to the fact that the slope of the
studied relationship varies greatly (mainly decreasing) in
time, as seen in Table 1. Pevtsov et al. (2014) noted a cor-
relation between the slope and the amplitude of the solar
cycle.
rithm of the area for leading (L) and trailing (T) umbrae.

aT bT rT

0 439.0 (±19.9) 943.0 (±21.7) 0.56
0 584.0 (±20.3) 659.0 (±20.8) 0.49
5 146.0 (±27.7) 1054.0 (±28.0) 0.63
5 295.0 (±21.1) 1023.0 (±21.7) 0.57
0 351.0 (±14.5) 940.0 (±17.3) 0.61
3 547.0 (±6.6) 851.0 (±9.9) 0.51
0 942.0 (±4.4) 672.0 (±6.4) 0.53
5 1428.0 (±3.5) 580.0 (±6.0) 0.49
0 1413.0 (±3.3) 522.0 (±4.8) 0.56
0 1364.0 (±8.2) 474.0 (±11.4) 0.56
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We also note that for each individual cycle, the correla-
tion coefficients calculated for the leading polarity features
(average rL � 0.68) are systematically higher than for the
trailing umbrae (average rT � 0.55). The slopes bL of the
leading polarity features are about 20% larger than those
of the trailing umbrae. This seems to be in line with the
expectation that the leading polarity fields are stronger
and more compact in comparison with the features associ-
ated with the trailing polarity fields.

7. Conclusions

We used the software developed by us to digitize (tabu-
late) the digitized (scanned) daily drawings from the Mount
Wilson Observatory in 1917–2013. We employed the data
to investigate properties of sunspot umbral areas and field
strengths over the period of nine solar cycles (cycles 15–23).
The data show several long-term trends, which could be of
solar origin, or may be related to changes in statistical
properties of the data set (e.g., increase in number of fea-
tures identified on drawings by the observer). We plan a
separate study to investigate this in more detail.

Separating the data into two groups associated with
leading and trailing polarity fields reveals a dichotomy:
umbrae and pores of leading polarity tend to be larger
and have stronger field strength than the trailing polarity
features. This dichotomy can be explained by the known
property of solar active regions: leading polarity is more
organized while trailing polarity is more dispersed. How-
ever, our results provide firm statistics in support of these
known properties. No such statistics was ever presented
before.

Finally, we verify the (approximately linear) relation
between the magnetic field strength and the logarithm of
umbral area separately for leading and trailing polarities.
We find that the correlation between the area and the field
strength is about 20% stronger for features (umbrae and
pores) of the leading polarity as compared with the trailing
polarity. The slope of linear dependency between these two
parameters is steeper for features of leading polarity fields.
This difference in steepness can be explained by a deficit of
features with smaller areas and weaker fields in the group
associated with the leading polarity fields. A larger number
of data points in the part of the distribution function of
smaller areas and weaker fields reduces the slope of linear
fit for trailing polarity features.
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